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Abstract
The emerging field of haptics represents a fundamental change in human-computer interaction (HCI), and

presents solutions to problems that are difficult or impossible to solve with a two-dimensional, mouse-based
interface. To take advantage of the potential of haptics, however, innovative interaction techniques and
programming environments are needed. This paper describes FGB (FLIGHT GHUI Builder), a programming tool
that can be used to create an application specific graphical and haptic user interface (GHUI). FGB is itself a
graphical and haptic user interface with which a programmer can intuitively create and manipulate components of a
GHUI in real time in a graphical environment through the use of a haptic device. The programmer can create a
GHUI without writing any programming code. After a user interface is created, FGB writes the appropriate
programming code to a file, using the FLIGHT API, to recreate what the programmer created in the FGB interface.
FGB saves programming time and increases productivi~ because a programmer can see the end result as it is
created, and FGB does much of the programming itself. Interestingly, as FGB was created, it was used to help build
itself. The fiu-therFGB was in its development, the more easily and quickly it could be used to create additional
functionality and improve its own design. As a finished product, FGB can be used to recreate itself in much less
time than it originally required, and with much less programming. This paper describes FGB’s GHUI components,
the techniques used in the interface, how the output code is created, where programming additions and modifications
should be placed, and how it can be compared to and integrated with existing API’s such as MFC and Visual C++,
OpenGL, and GHOST.

I. Introduction
A significant bottleneck in productivity for the use of 3D computer generated environments is the relatively

poor interface between the user and the computer. While 3D computer graphics and 3D applications have become
much more complicated, interfaces to these 3D environments have remained consistent for decades. To unlock the
potential of today’s computers, advanced Human-Computer Interface (HCI) techniques are needed. There have been
several recent thresholds that allow anew, fimdamental shift in the ways that people interact with computers.
Graphics cards, for example, have reached prices and rendering capabilities where personal computers can
effectively utilize 3D graphics. One of the most important thresholds, however, is the ability to use our sense of
touch in computer environments, which will be a critical element of future interfaces.

As with any computer technology, both software and hardware must be developed in parallel to make the
technology effective. The dramatic improvements in haptics hardware are now being followed by more advanced
research in haptics software. This paper describes FGB, a programming tool that can be used to accelerate haptics
software development and research. FGB, a graphical and haptic interface itself, can help a programmer quickly
create an application specific interface that utilizes 3D graphics, haptics, and 3D (HRTF) sound. It contains a variety
of components such as buttons, sliders, text boxes, etc. that can be used to create an interface. These objects, and the
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We have incorporated the concepts from the stereoiogical model of sintering3
into the kinetic, Monte Carlo model to simulate rnicrostructural evolution on sintering.
The kinetic lMonte Cario model has been demonstrated to simulate a variety of
microstructure evolution phenomena. The sterecdogical model of sintering treats the
evolution of a sintering compact of large number of particles as the evolution of
steredogical constructs (such as grains, pores, grain boundaries, pore-a- surfbce, etc)
during sintering. This model relies on the mechanism of vacancy migration fioin the
pores to grain boundaries and once a layer of vacancies is ‘painted’ on a grain boundary,
the entire layer is annihilated yielding densification with the center of mass of the
adjacent grain moving towards the grain boundary. Analytic mode~ing of this process
requires several simpliilcations that severely limited its application to realistic powder
compacts. By incorporating these concepts into the kinetic Monte Carlo model, we are
able to extend its application to complex and rerdistic power compact geometries.

Model
A kinetic Monte Carlo mode14 was used to simulate microstructural evolution

during sintering. The modei presented here is limited to the considering the following
processes: (1) grain growth by short range difision of atoms from one side of the -gin
boundruy to the other, (2) long range difbion of material to pores by grain boundary
diffiision and surface difhsio~ (3) vacancy annihilation at grain boundaries. In the
model, an ensemble of grain sites and pore sites is aliowed to popuIate a square lattice.
The grain sites can assume one of Q distinct, degenerate states, where the individual state
is designated by the symbol g and the total number of states in the system is Q, qflmn=

[1,2,... Q1. The pore sites can assume only one state, q,.,,= -I. Contiguous grain sites
of the same state q form a grain and contiguous pore sites form a pore. Grain boundaries
exist between neighboring grain sites of differerrt states, q,and pore-grain intefices exist
between neighboring pore and grain sites. The equation of state for these simulations is
the sum of all the neighbor interaction energies in the system given by

where N is the total number of sites, ~is the Kronecker delta with &qi = g) = 1 and ~qi

+@ = ~, qi is ~G state of *e grainor pore at sitei and ~ is the state of the nearest
neighbor at site j, Thus, the ordy energy considered in the simulation is the interfkial
energy and all unlike neighbors contribute one arbitray unit of energy to the system. As
pore sites can assume oniy one state, qpr.=-1,there are no pore boundaries and ail pores
sites coalesce. In contrast, grain sites can assume many different states making grain
boundaries possible. This yields a two-component, two-phase system with uniform,
isotropic interfaciai energies between grains and between grains and pores.



Grain growth is simulated using the method developed in previous works5. First
a grain site is chosen at random from the simulation space. Then a new state q is chosen
at random from the Q possibie states in the system. The grain site is temporarily assigned
the new state and the change in energy is evaluated using eq. 1. Next the standard
Metropolis algorithm is used to perform the grain growth step based on Boltzmann
statistics. A random number, R, between Oand 1 is generated. The transition probability,
P, is calculated using ,
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F’= 1 eq. 2
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1.
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. If the R i P, then the grain
growth step is accepte~ if not, the original state is restored. The simulation temperature
used for grain growth was kBT= 0, which has been shown to simulate grain growth weil~

Pore migration is sinndated using consewed dynamics6, so that the total number
of pore sites and grain sites remains constant throughout the simulation. A pore site is
chosen and next a neighboring grain site is chosen. The two sites are temporarily
exchanged with the grain site assuming a new state q where q results in the minimum
energy. This minimum-energy, pore-grain exchange simulates pore migration by surface
diffusion’. The change in energy for this exchange is calculated using eq. 1 and again the
standard Metropolis algorithm is used to perform the pore migration step using eq. 2 to
determine the transition probability. The simulation temperature used for the pore
migration step was kBT = 0.7. This higher temperature was necessary to simulate pore
migration and is discussed in another work8. Time in the Potts model is measured in
units of Monte Carlo step; lMCS corresponds to N attempted changes where N is the
total number of sites in the system.

The stereological concept of densifieations, which is vacancy annihilation at the
grain boundaries with the center of mass of the adjacent grain moves toward the
annihilation site, is simulated by pore annihilation in our mesoscopic model. In this
algorithm a pore site’ is chosen and, if it happens to be an isolated pore site in contact with
a grain boundary, it is annihilated. Annihilation is simulated by first, dmwing a line from
the isolated pore site through the center of mass of the adjacent grain to the outside
boundary of the sintering comp~, and second exchanging the isolated pore site and the
outside grain site with the grain site assuming the q state of the adjacent grain. This
algorithm conserves mass global~y, moves the center of mass of the adjacent grain
towards the annihilation site and annihilates a vacancy.
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Results and Discussion
MicroStructures at different stages during simulation of a sintetiflg ?wTI.pact~~e

shown in figure 1. Simulations were performed smrting with a random distribution of
graa and pore sites with 30°/0porosity. The ratio of grain growth to pore migration to
pore annihilation attempts is 10:10:1. Thus, curvature driven grain growth, mass transport
by grain boundary diffbsion, and pore annihilation at the grain boundaries is simulated
simuhaneously. The simulation is performed with periodic boundan conditions, but
iayers of pore sites placed along the unit cell boundaries effectively block interaction
b~bweenadjaceatW, cells.Titis k :ssemial in ‘he prqm cd aigcrkhr~ to define tk ma
where annihilated pore sites can be moved,

Figure 1. Microstnictures of a sintering compact at times = 1
Grains are the \vhite f-es separated by black grain boundaries. Pores are
drawn in black.

The densification auve, figure 2, shows that densification cxcurred rapidly at the early
stages of sintering where grains are smaller and pores have high curvatures. The
corresponding ~gain and pore growth curves are shown in figure 3,
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Figure 2. Densifkation curve Figure 3. Grain and pore growth curves
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Although the pore size decreases slightiy from the start to the time = 2,000 MCS where
the most rapid densification occurs, the curvature of the pore actually decreases as pore
snake around srnail grains at early times.

Examination of the rnicrostructures has shown that the rdgoridun used in this
study simuiates grain boundary difision of pore sites. Previous workg has shown that
the number of isolated pore sites (analogous to vacancy formation) generated by a pore is
given by the ~ibbs-Thomson effeet, thus, number of isolated pore sites (analogous to
vacancy concentration) is inversely proportional to the pore size. Furthermore, isolated
pore sites occur with higher probability at grain boundaries of higher curvature
simulating vacancy concentration at grain boundaries that is inversely proportional to the
grain boundary curvature.

The advantage of such a simulation that generates a picture of microstructure as a
fhnction of time during sintering is that the simulated microstructure can be used to
calculate the driving force for sintering as a iiuxtion of the compact density. This
information can be used to calculate the constitutive deformation and shrinkage laws used
by continuum models for predicting macroscopic shrinkage and shape change of a
sintering component. This is a unique ability of this model and has not been done before.
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l?i~re 4. Grain growth curves for interior and exterior grains.

The major artif%t of this model is that simulation of the annihilation mechanism removes
mass from an exterior grain and deposits it in an interior grain. A plot of the grain
growth curves of exterior grains and of interior grains, figure 4, shows that exterior gains
are slightly smaller Wthe interior grains until time t = 70,000 MCS. Figure 2 reveals
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that at t = 70,000 densificatiort is almost complete, thus, exterior groins are no longer
being depleted of mass.

Another problem is the overall shape of the sintering compact changes during
sintering, with the boundary becoming artificially cwved as seen in figure 1. This is due
to the fact that the middle points of the simulation boundary are more likely to be
depleted of grain sites in the proposed algorithm than the points closer to the comers.

Concision
We have demonstrated a model that is capable of simulating microstructural

evolution during sintering in a powder compact on the mesoscale. The algorithm shown
here simulates curvature driven grain growth in the presence of pores, mass diffhsion
along grain boundaries and by pore-grain surface diflision and vacancy annihilation,
The algorithm used to simulate annihilation of vacancies does introduce some artifacts.
New algorithm will be developed and tested in future work to remove these artifacts.
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